Ever wondered how the future of optics and electronics will look like, and which unexpected answers rational quantum engineering could deliver?

If yes, you are ready to encounter the bizarre possibilities of the quantum realm – only enthusiasm and basic knowledge about quantum mechanics and electromagnetism is required!

Optoelectronic devices are already being revolutionized by the prospects of quantum technology. Ever smaller and faster components will inevitably reach a level where a collective can outperform individual parts due to emergent quantum effects such as entanglement. This lecture welcomes you to the central concepts of quantum engineering of semiconductors to explore optoelectronic, quantum-optical, and many-body processes, relevant for state-of-the-art experiments and the future of quantum technology.

Rough Syllabus: This lecture will provide a pragmatic and brief introduction to solid-state theory, many-body formalism, semiconductor quantum optics, and lightwave electronics to explore pragmatic possibilities for quantum technology. To develop your insights on rational quantum design, the coupling of the quantized light field to electrons is investigated in detail, while the many-body Coulomb interaction of charge carriers is systematically included. For example, we will analyze which quantum effects and quasiparticles can be used in optoelectronics devices from sensors to quasiparticle accelerators. To extend these quantum ideas further, we will follow how including quantum fluctuations of light to laser spectroscopy will transform it to quantum spectroscopy, a new realm where droplet, entanglement, quantum memory etc. effects can be systematically explored and utilized.